
Capture Memories with Your Loved Ones With a Professional
Family Photographer
 

The memories we make with our family are everything. Every occasion becomes meaningful

when every member of the family is present. And to capture these moments is a treasure we

will forever hold dear and close to our hearts. Moreso, if these moments are taken

professionally by a family photographer who knows what family means; a family

photographer can tap into that familial bond and produce family portraits that can either be

fun and quirky or formal and elegant. And then there are other options where we can just

point and click as you and your family are just having a great time being together. 

 

The most important thing in family photography is capturing the essence that is unique to

your family. Each family has a different essence, and a professional photographer can bring

that out in a variety of poses which you and your family members might want to consider.

Regardless of the location, whether it’s a studio or the outdoors, here are some of the most

common poses a family photographer might propose: 

 

 Classic - You guessed right! The classic pose is the most popular and most common poses

for family portraits. You see them most often framed and on display on the mantle. It’s a

quick and easy pose for everyone and many shots look great enough to display on your wall.

The usual structure depends on the number of family members, the height, and whether

they’re all standing or sitting, or both. 



 

 

A family photographer should know that touchpoints create connections among family

members to be photographed. You can either have the members simply overlap each other

or have them hold hands or grab the shoulder of another family member. 

 

 Hug and Squeeze - Taking the classic pose to the natural order of things are the “hug and

squeeze” pose where everyone leans forward to the frame’s centre, hugging or squeezing

each other. This pose lends a more candid and authentic look. 

 

 Action - Add dynamism to your family portraits by having them do some action poses like

walking, throwing, and running. Perfect for outdoor shooting, walking shots can have the



members walk together casually. For throwing shots, a parent can lift their small kid and

throw them in the air as the camera captures the action. Running shots can have the children

be active and run around their parents. 

 

 Editorial - Ever seen the ensemble covers of Vanity Fair magazine featuring nominees for

the academy awards? That’s how the feel of an editorial pose is. Ideally, family members

should have serious expressions, stoic poses, and dramatic lighting. This pose is a little

difficult to do as many family members aren’t really that comfortable to posing in front of a

camera. But a little coaxing and some rehearsal won’t hurt. 

 

 Solo and Other Combos - While “family photography” suggests a group portrait, a family

photographer can do solo shots of each family member or combo shots where the

photographer can play with various combinations like dad and daughter, mum and son,

brother and sister, etc. 

 

With this variety of poses, your family will definitely have a grand time posing for a

professional photographer who can capture the essence of your family. Whether you have a

newborn babe, a pair or more of hyperactive kids or talented teens, the bond that ties the

family together can be creatively and dramatically emphasised further by Monty Studio.

Contact us today! 

 

Don’t forget to visit family photographer. 

 

Source: https://shotkit.com/family-photography/ 
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